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AlvarForVirtools.dll

AlvarForVirtools.dll is a BuildingBlocks plug-in for 3DVia Virtools 5.0 
implementing the main functionalities of ALVAR 1.3.0 Basic
ALVAR – A Library for Augmented and Virtual Reality is a software 
library for creating augmented reality applications, published by VTT
Thus the AlvarForVirtools.dll adds Augmented Reality support to 
Virtools
In order to use AlvarForVirtools.dll, you need Virtools 5.0, a webcam, 
and the AlvarForVirtools distribution package
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AlvarForVirtools.dll Features

ALVAR detects binary markers with bit matrix content
There are 256 different markers

ALVAR detects the markers in a Virtools Texture
Usually the input texture is acquired with Virtools Video
Detection inputs: marker id, marker scale, mode, marker orientation
Normal mode: ALVAR returns the position and orientation of the target marker in 
camera coordinates
Inverted mode: ALVAR returns the position and orientation of the camera in 
marker coordinates
Marker orientation: marker up axis mapping to Virtools axis (+-X, +-Y, +-Z)
ALVAR also detects multimarkers, i.e. a marker field:

A set of markers can be defined to form a marker field. Detection succeeds 
even if only one of the markers is visible

ALVAR supports camera calibration and image undistortion option
ALVAR supports marker hiding option
ALVAR supports simple optical flow tracking option
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Installing AlvarForVirtools.dll

Currently there is no installation program, just a ZIP file
AlvarForVirtools.dll must be copied to the BuildingBlocks subfolder of Virtools 5.0 
installation folder
AlvarForVirtools.dll needs additional DLLs to function:

Alvar130.dll, cv100.dll, cxcore100.dll, highgui100.dll, libguide40.dll
For on-line help AlvarForVirtools.chm must be copied to the Documentation 
subfolder of Virtools 5.0 installation folder
The files marker*.pdf must be printed; these files contain sample markers and the 
calibration pattern
AlvarResources folder and AlvarResources.rsc are resource files to be used with 
ALVAR
Samples folder contains sample Virtools compositions using ALVAR; the Video 
Input must be changed to refer to the webcam
Utilities folder contains ALVAR utility programs to create marker image files and 
calibrate the webcam
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Start Virtools 5.0

If all went well, a new group has been added to Building Blocks: ALVAR
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ALVAR Utility Programs

In the Utilities subfolder of the installation ZIP file you’ll find two 
ALVAR utilities: CameraCalibration.exe and MarkerCreator.exe
Actually, CameraCalibration.exe is the SampleCamCalib sample of 
ALVAR library, while MarkerCreator.exe is the 
SampleMarkerCreator sample of ALVAR library
CameraCalibration.exe is used to calibrate your webcam, using the 
chessboard pattern
MarkerCreator.exe is used to create marker image files which you 
can print. It can also create multimarkers, i.e. 2D marker fields
Both programs are compiled with a newer version of the compiler,
so they have their own versions of the support DLLs
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AlvarVirtools BBs

There are 6 BBs
In the basic case you use 
Alvar Capture once, and 
Alvar Marker Tracker in 
the frame loop
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Test ALVAR
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Use ALVAR: Virtools Resources (1/2)

Open AlvarResources.rsc in Virtools using the 
menu Resources - Open Data Resource

A new tab appears: AlvarResources
AlvarResouces, the Behavior Graphs directory:

ALVAR Setup: Initialization tasks
ALVAR Camera Control: Track camera 
position with a fixed marker 
ALVAR Object Control: Track object 
position with a moving marker
ALVAR Script: A fully functional level script 
for basic augmented reality with a moving 
camera.

AlvarResouces, the Objects directory:
A single Virtools object file (‘AR 
Setup.nmo’) with everything that is needed 
for Augmented Reality

Example resources for using 
ALVAR are included in the file 
‘AlvarResources.rsc’
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Use ALVAR: Virtools Resources 
(2/2)

To quickly add basic augmented reality functionality 
to an existing Virtools composition using 
AlvarResources.rsc:

1. Import AR Setup from the Objects directory
2. Drag ALVAR Script from the Behavior Graphs

directory into the Level object in Level Manager
3. Set object parameter values in the level script:

Video Source: Webcam
Input Texture: Video Texture
Output Texture: Undistorted Video
Virtual Camera: AR Camera
Marker Frame: Marker Frame
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List of Sample Compositions

Note that in all sample compositions you must open the Video 
Setup and set the Video ID to refer to your own webcam

Shows how to use ALVAR with a mechanical modelAlvarSample14_LiftingMechanism.cmo

As samples 7 and 10, but using Alvar Options, e.g. optical flow trackingAlvarSample7B_*, AlvarSample10B_*.cmo

Set virtual camera position w.r.t. virtual world to webcam position w.r.t markerAlvarSample7_InvertedMode.cmo

Shows how to reproduce the Inverted results with Virtools quaternions and vectorsAlvarSample5_InvertedModeOps.cmo

Shows how to use Alvar Camera CalibrationAlvarSample11_CameraCalibration.cmo

Shows how to use ALVAR with an animated characterAlvarSample13_Eva.cmo

Shows how to use Alvar Iterate Markers and Alvar OptionsAlvarSample12_Iterator.cmo

As AlvarSample7_*.cmo, but uses a multimarker (i.e. marker field)AlvarSample10_MultiMarker.cmo

With an additional 3D Frame any direction mapping can be doneAlvarSample9_MarkerUpDirAndFrame.cmo

Map marker Up direction to Virtools X, Y, or Z axisAlvarSample8_MarkerUpDir.cmo

Shows how to reproduce the Inverted parameter results with Virtools matricesAlvarSample6_InvertedModeMatrix.cmo

Set virtual object position w.r.t. virtual camera to marker position w.r.t webcamAlvarSample4_NormalMode.cmo

Basic ALVAR test: Can markers be detected in the webcam image?AlvarSample3_TestAlvar.cmo

As AlvarSample1_*.cmo, but uses 2D Frame and Material for output image displayAlvarSample2_TestBgTxt_2DFrame.cmo

Tests whether Virtools background texture works (does not use ALVAR)AlvarSample1_TestBgTexture.cmo
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Move Object to Marker Location
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Move Virtools Virtual Camera to Webcam Location
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Adjust Marker Orientation
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Adjust Marker Orientation
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Move Virtools Virtual Camera to Webcam Location 
Using a MultiMarker
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Use Alvar Camera Calibration (2/2)
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Use Alvar Options and Alvar Iterate Markers
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Use ALVAR with an Animated Character


